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A New GaAs HJFET DCFL with Increased Logic Swing

Tatsuo Otsuki, Tetsuya Hamana, Issey Ohta, Masaru Kazumura and Gota Kano

Semiconductor Laboratory
Matsushita Electronics Corporation

Takatsuki, Osaka 569, Japan

We propose a new GaAs DCFL using an H.lFs{lJriver/lunSFET-load lnverter, where a
twice larger logic swing than that in the conventional MESFET DCFL has been obtained.
The new inverter consists of the HJFET driver and the MESFET load which are formed on
a single MBE-grown active layer. The difference of the'built-in voltage between
hetero- and Schottky-junctions permits normally-off and normally-on operations for the
drivers and for the l-oads, respectively. Design consideration, fabrication process
and experiment results are described in full detail.
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$f. Introduction
GaAs LSIrs have recently attracted much inter_

est with respect to very high speed applications.
GaAs LSIrs were first initiated by circuit config_
ulations using normal_ly-on FET's. For larger
scale integration, the direct coupled FET iogic
(DCFL) using normally-off FETrs is desired because
of its low dissipation power and simple circuitry.
The DCFL, however, possesses inherent drawback
that the logic swing is limited to such a small
values as about 0.7 V which corresponds to the
built-in voltage of the Schottky-junction. This
means that the precise control_ of the threshold
voltages of the consituent FETrs on the entire
wafer is required.

Tn i-hiq nan_..*_ r-*!-er, we propose a new GaAs DCFL that
provides twice l.arger logic swing than that in the
conventional GaAs DCFL.

$2. Inverter configuration -- A new HJFET/MESFET
inverter
Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing of the new

inverter. ft is noted that a normally-off
Hetero JFET (HJFET) driver and a normal.ly-on
MESFET Load are formed on a single active layer by

the difference of the

hetero- and Schottky-
discussed later, the

active FET with the Hete.ro-

larger than that of the

loyer

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of the new
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load FET with the Schottky-junction so that both
normal ly-off and -on FET's can be formed on a sin-
gl e acti ve 1 avep.

$3. Design consideration
An essential point to be considered for inte-

grating the normally-off HJFET's and the normally-
on MESFETTs on a singl.e active layer is to deter-
mine the carrier concentrati'-rn N and the thickness

making successful use of
built-in voltage between

junctions. As will be

buil.t-in voltage of the
junction is almost twice

a of the epitaxial layer.
A threshold voltage V, of the

given as a difference between the
V-. and the pinch-off voltage Vor D

lowing equations.

VrH=vuit-t-vpH

VrM=vu:"tu-vptut

where subscript H and M represent the MESFET and

the HJFET, respectively.
voltage is given by

Since the pinch-off

N.OFF HJFET N-oN MESFET

vpH=vpM= qNrazlzE (3)



Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) become 
^

VrH = Vu:_H - q Noa'/2t. (4)

2
VTM = Vuiu - oNra'/2e. (5)

NO is the net donor concentration in the active

layer . E is the permitivity of GaAs '

The buil.t-in voltage VbiH of p-A1O.sGtO.5A"

/n-GaAs hetero-junction is calculated as
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t^^ is the band gap of the n-AIO.5GaO.SA"' oL"
5P

is the conduction band discontinuity' N.., "td
N are the effective density of states in the

vp
conductionbandofGaAsandinthevalencebandof
A1^ .Ga,-., ^As, 

respectively. NO and NO are net
u. c u.3

acceptor concentration in the R-AlO.sGaO.UAs laYer

and the net donor concentration in the GaAs layer,

respectivelY.
The built-in vol.tage VbiM of the Schottky-

junction is calculated as

ro'o rdt lolt lo'" I o'e

Corricr CqrccnLrolldr ( cm-r I

Fig. 2 Allowable range for Nr-,, and a of a single
active laYer

(6)
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where QUr-,, t" a bamier height of the Schottky-

junction. In the present study where we use

TaWSi as Schottky-metal, QBn is measured to be

O.67 eV from the I-V characteristics'

Insertion of Eq. (6) and Eq' Q) into Eq' (4)

and Eq. (5) Yields

vbiM = es., - +1" -f

VrH=*#-o,t"ffi V
q

2

VrM =Qer, - TI" dt Y

Pg--efu.- kr 0- 
N"tN,rp 

- 
on'o"'

q q t" \ *o" - -;T >o

qN-.2
-*- 1o

1Y

tgp 1.95 eV

Ltc O 46 eV

Ncn 4.7 x ot7 cm-3

Nvp 6 79x ol I cm-3

Nn I x lols cm3

l.l 7x o-12 F/cm

k l 38 x tcir6 egx

T 300 K

I 1.6 x lors c

Table 1 Constants used for the calcufation'

sary conditions that allow integration of normal-

ly-on and -off FETrs on a single active layer'

Numerically calcutated results of Eq' (10) and Eq'

(11) are shown in Figure 2 where we may find al-

lowable ranges for NO and a. Constants used for

the calculation are listed in Table 1 '

$4. Fabrication
According to the above design consideration'

the carrier concentration NO and the thickness a

of the epitaxial layer were determined to be 1 x

1017 .*-3 and o.13 pm for the experimental device'

Figure 3 shows major steps of the fabrication

processes for the new HJFET/MESFET inverter'

Step 1 ; four layers were successively grown

by MBE on a LEC-grown undoped semi-insulating

substrate, z 2.O ,rm thick undoped GaAs buffer lay-
- ^L7 -3\€f, a 0.13 pm thick n-GaAs (Nl = 1 x 10- cm )

active layer, ? O.2 pm thick p-AlO.5G.O.5A= (NA =
1R -?L x l-oto cm-") gate layer and a o.O2 pm p-GaAs

1R -?(N. = 2 x 1O'" cm-") contact layer. Silicon and-A

BeryIIium were used for the n-type and the p-type

dopant, resPectiveIY.

(8)

The threshold voltage of a normally-on MESFET

UTl, i" negative and that of a normally-off H'IFET

UTn i" positive, so that we have

(q)

(10)

( 11)Qn,', l" N

N^
_kT

q

The present new HJFET/MESFET inverter can operate

so long as Eq. (10) and Eq. (ff) are satisfied'

In another word, EQ. (10) and Eq' (ff) are neces-
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Fig. 3 Major steps of the fabri.cation processes.

Step 2 ; the active region of the FET was de-
fined by mesa-etching. p-A1O.5G"O.UAs laYer on

the active region of the MESFET was selectively
removed by use of iodine solutior,(2), KI : I^ :

I
HrO = 7 g | 4 E : 177 g. The etching rate of
this etchant at 20 oC was l-1 pn/mLn for A1O.'G"O.S
As and O.O1 pm/min for GaAs. Under this condi-
tion, etcing of AlO.SGaO.UAs automatically stopped
at the interface. Therefore, the precisely con-
trolled MBE active layer thickness was maintained
even after the p-AlO.5G.O.UAs laYer was etched
off.

Step 3 ; a O,2 pn thick TaWSi film was de-
posited by RF sputtering. The weight composi-
tion of the Schottky-gate metal was Ta : W : Si =

15 : 75 : 1O. The gate electrodes were formed
bV CFO + O, plasma etching. Self-aligned n*-
regions were mad" by 29si+ implantation at 15O keV

with a dose of 5 x 1013 cm-2 Annealing was

camied out at 8OO 
oC for 10 minutes in N, ambient

gas with a SiO, encapsulation fj_lm. The Tah/Si

Schottky-gate was extremely stable even after an-
nealing at BOO 

oC. Fi.gure 4 shows the barrier
height Q-_ and the ideatity factor n as functionstrn
of annealing time at BOO 

oC. as shown in Fieure
4' Qgn is

Step 4
Iifed off
loying was

$5. Results and discussion
DC characteristics of the

Fig.4

Fig.5 DC characteristics of
HJFET.

the normally-off

Fig. 6 DC characteristics of the normally-on
}lESFET
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; a AuGe/Au film was

for the source/drain
performed at 5OO 

oC

evaporated

electrodes.

0.67 eV and n is better than and the .icrmally-on MESFET with
(w/t = LO pm/2 pn) are shown in
ure 6. The threshold voltage
and v-". of the MESFET are O.L vI IYI

spectively. ft is noted that
quite agreeable with the design

cussed previously.

the same geometry

Figure 5 and Fig-
V-.. of the HJFETtrl
and -O.6 V, re-
this result is
consideration dis-

and

in H, ambient

A1-

gas.

normally-off HJFET
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Fig. 7 DC transfer characteristics of the new

inverter and the MESFET inverter'

DC transfer characteristics of the new invert-

er is shown in Figure 7, comparing with that of

the conventional MESFET inverter with the same

geometry; W/L = 40 pm/Z;rm for the driver, W/L =

LO pn/Z pm for the load. As can be seen in this

figure, the logic swing of the new inverter is

about L.4 V which is almost twice larger than that

of the conventional MESFET inverter'

It is noteworthy that current drive capability

of the HJFET is larger than that of a MESFET in

terms of the maximum drain to source current IO,

. We now assume the same. geometry, the same
max
threshold voltage V, and the same camier concen-

tration NO between the HJFET and the MESFET'

Then the maximum drain to source currents tDS *u*
for both FET's can be given as

rnserting Eq. (15) and Eq. (16) into Eq' (14)

yields

o

tM=
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We now use the values of 0'63 V and 1'4 V for

VbiM ttd VbiH ".=Pectively, 
as discussed previous-

ly. From Figure 7, VGH*"* "td 
VGM*"* which

correspond maximum logic swings of both inverters

are determined to be 1-.4 V and O'7 V' respective-

ly. Inserting these constants and V, = O'l- V

into Eq. Q) Yields

tDSH r"* = 3.0 (18)
T-DSM max

This result shows that the current driving capa-

bility of the HJFET ls three-times larger than

that of the MESFET. It is obvious that this

larger driving capability is also advantageous for

high speed operations of the LSIrs'

$6. Conclusion

The new GaAs HJFET DCFL has been demonstrated'

This new DOFL has almost twice larger logic swing

than that in the conventional MESFET DCFL' This

advantage would be quite attractive for further

efforts to GaAs LSI implementation'KT = - 
tV-DSHmax - an '-T

rDSM *.*

/̂
VcH *u*)

,z
\I )
" GM max'

\L4 )

(13)K trl
\ ".FoI{ r

where subscript H and M represent HJFET and

MESFET. K is a constant depending on a geome-

try. VGH*"* and var*"* u"" the maximum gate

bias for both FET's. Deviding Eq. Ozl by Eq.

(ts;, we have
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tM
=-tH 1vt-lcH*u*\2 (14)

\vr - VGM*"*/ros, *.*/rosM *.*

where a, and aH are thickness of the active layer

of both FET's. 
"M 

and an are

(uri.u

(vuiH (15)


